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In the spirit of the doctoral School on Bioengineering and Robotics the PhD Program 
for the curriculum “Cognitive Robotics, Interaction and Rehabilitation Technologies” 
provides interdisciplinary training at the interface between technology and life-
sciences. The general objective of the program is to form scientists and research 
technologists capable of working in multidisciplinary teams on projects where human 
factors play a crucial role in technological development and design. 
  
The 5  fellowships offered this year by the Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia as part of this 
curriculum will be assigned to the best applicants to one of the six themes offered  by 
three Units: i) the Robotics, Brain and Cognitive Sciences Unit (RBCS); ii) the Unit for 
Visually Impaired People (U-VIP), and iii) the Unit COgNiTive Architecture for 
Collaborative Technologies  (CONTACT). Themes No. 4 will be tutored jointly with 
colleagues of the Department of Informatics, Bioengineering, Robotics and System’s 
Engineering (DIBRIS) of the University of Genova and Theme No. 6 is porposed as part 
of a EU Funded “Marie Sklodowska-Curie” Research Project.  
 
Interested applicants are encouraged to contact the perspective tutors and/or the 
Unit’s PI for clarifications before submitting their application. 
  
All IIT units involved in this curriculum are located in the “Erzelli” site of the Italian 
Institute of Technology and share research facilities including, besided two iCub 
humanoid Robots, a fully equipped motion capture room with simultaneous 
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electromyography recording and force-platforms, a Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation 
Lab, an Electrophysiology Lab for EEG recording and meeting rooms. 
  
The ideal candidates are students with a higher level university degree willing to invest 
extra time and effort in blending into a multidisciplinary team composed of 
neuroscientists, engineers, psychologists, physicists working together to investigate 
brain functions and realize intelligent machines, rehabilitation protocols and 
advanced prosthesis. 
 
International applications are encouraged and will receive logistic support with visa 
issues and relocation. 
 
A brief description of the Units Involved and their overall objectives are given below. 
  
RBCS Unit: Robotics, Brain and Cognitive Sciences 
(Prof. Giulio Sandini – giulio.sandini@iit.it ) 
In RBCS we are merging top-level neuroscience research and top-level robotics 
research by sharing, as a fundamental scientific objective,  the study of physical and 
social interaction in humans and machines (www.iit.it/rbcs).  The research activity is 
articulated in three main streams:  

i. The study of human sensorimotor and cognitive abilities with a focus on action 
execution and understanding;  

ii. The implementation of sensorimotor and cognitive abilities in the humanoid 
robot iCub with a focus on human–robot cooperation and symbiosis;  

iii. The exploitation of assistive technologies to alleviate sensory disabilities and 
the implementation of robotic rehabilitation devices with a special attention 
on user requirements and strict clinical assessment.  

A factor, common to all three streams is learning and development and, in general, 
the dynamics of knowledge acquisition and update.  
Besides the humanoid platform iCub and the support of professional electronic and 
mechanical design, RBCS research facilities include haptic devices for ergonomic 
measures of individual and dyadic interaction, haptic devices that exploit visuo-tactile 
sensory substitution, binaural acoustic feedback platforms, robot rehabilitation 
devices for the upper limbs including the wrist.  This infrastructure supports our 
students’ research activities including the realization of ad-hoc experimental set-ups 
and mechatronic devices. 
RBCS research activity is articulated into three Laboratories: 

1. Motor Learning, Assistive and Rehabilitation Robotics (Jacopo Zenzeri, Pietro 
Morasso);  

2. Cognitive Robotics and Human-Human Interaction (Francesco Rea) 
3. Dynamic Touch and Interaction Lab (Gabriel Baud-Bovy) 

  
U-VIP: Unit for Visually Impaired People 
Dr. Monica Gori – monica.gori@iit.it 
The main aim of the unit is to identify spatial impairments  possibly conditioning the 
life of children and adults with and without visual disability, with the ultimate goal to 
develop new technological solutions suitable since the first years of life to overcome 
impairments and enhance learning skills.  
In particular the focus of the group is: 
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i. to investigate how integration between sensory and motor signals develops 
during childhood and identify solutions (technologies and rehabilitation 
procedures)  

ii.  to enhance the sensorimotor abilities necessary to orient and move in space, 
to communicate, to access everyday information and, therefore, to interact in 
social contexts 

iii. testing and validating with human-centered techniques the devices (friendly 
and ergonomic) developed by considering social and clinical contexts. 

 
CONTACT Unit: COgNiTive Architecture for Collaborative Technologies 
Dr. Alessandra Sciutti – alessandra.sciutti@iit.it 
The aim of this unit is to overcome the limitations of current human-machine co-
working, where often machines and humans just work in the same space, to obtain a 
novel form of collaboration, in which the two partners can actually perform joint 
actions, establish mutual understanding and achieve real cooperation. To this aim, it 
is crucial to endow robots with the same degree of predictivity and intuition that 
characterizes humans, enabling them to understand and adapt to the other’s feelings, 
goals and needs. To achieve this goal, we focus on the investigation of the human 
perceptual, motor, and cognitive skills supporting efficient interaction. In particular, 
we also exploit robots as unique measurement tools for the systematic study of social 
interaction.  The research is conducted within the framework of the ERC StG project 
wHiSPER – Investigating Human Shared Perception with Robots. 
The research activity is articulated into two main streams 

i. The investigation of the mechanisms supporting mutual understanding in 
human-human and human-robot interaction, with a focus on identifying the 
minimal verbal and non-verbal signals necessary to enable intuitive 
communication; 

ii. The implementation on the iCub humanoid robot platform of the derived 
models, to validate the theories, and bring forward a new generation of 
adaptive technologies, able to support and assist non-expert users. 
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1. Autonomous learning in human-robot interaction: towards transparent 
robot symbiosis in skill acquisition 

Tutor: Dr.Alessandra Sciutti, Dr.Francesco Rea, Prof. Giulio Sandini 
Institute: IIT (Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia) 
Research Unit: Robotics, Brain and Cognitive Sciences (https://iit.it/RBCS) and 
CONTACT(https://www.iit.it/it/research/lines/cognitive-architecture-for-
collaborative-technologies) 
 
Description: A central element of effective human-robot collaboration is  
transparency, i.e., the communication of the internal processes guiding robot’s 
behaviors and decisions. In particular, when an artificial agent has to learn a dexterous 
activity from a human partner, the cooperation can be facilitated if the robot 
transparently gives insights on its own learning process to the human supervisor. To 
investigate transparency during skill acquisition, the research will first focus on the 
implementation of a supervised learning task for the humanoid robot iCub and then 
will address how to enable it to express transparently details about the learning. Last, 
the research will quantify  the mutual influence of the transparent communication on 
the two agents.  The first phase will be based on studies of autonomous learning (e.g.: 
reinforcement learning, learning by demonstration) leveraging on social signals. The 
second part will be based on studies on dyadic interaction [1-2] and will explore how 
the humanoid robot can transparently communicate the properties of its learning 
process to facilitate human supervision. In this context, the research will leverage on 
the existing cognitive framework of the iCub robot and enrich it to promote human 
robot interaction. Particular focus will be given to the improvement of human sensing 
finalized to the extraction of engagement measures (attentional level, cognitive load 
and fatigue) during learning. 
 
Requirements: a master degree in Bioengineering, Computer Science or equivalent, 
with experience in the analysis and modeling of human movements and in robot 
programming. Attitude for experimental work, problem solving and computational 
modeling will constitute factors of preference. 
 
References:  
1. Rea, F., Vignolo, A., Sciutti, A., & Noceti, N. (2019). Human motion understanding 

for selecting action timing in collaborative human-robot interaction. Front. Robot. 
AI, 6, 58. 

2. Rea, F., Sandini, G., & Metta, G. (2014). Motor biases in visual attention for a 
humanoid robot. In 2014 IEEE-RAS International Conference on Humanoid Robots 
(pp. 779-786). IEEE. 

3. Sandini G., Sciutti A., Rea F. (2017) Movement-Based Communication for 
Humanoid-Human Interaction. In: Goswami A., Vadakkepat P. (eds) Humanoid 
Robotics: A Reference. Springer, Dordrecht. 

 
Contacts: Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the perspective tutors 
before they submit their application alessandra.sciutti@iit.it, francesco.rea@iit.it, 
giulio.sandini@iit.it.  
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2. The role of social signals in human-robot interaction in group 
Tutors: Dr. Francesco Rea, Dr. Alessandra Sciutti, Prof. Giulio Sandini 
Institute: IIT (Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia) 
Research Unit: Robotics, Brain and Cognitive Sciences (https://iit.it/RBCS) and 
CONTACT ( https://www.iit.it/it/research/lines/cognitive-architecture-for-collaborative-technologies) 

 
Description:  
Social interaction between humans and robots can happen in group, either when 
numerous individuals interact with one robot or when more than one robot interact 
with humans. This research intends to investigate whether social signals proven to be 
effective in dyadic interaction can be exploited in group settings.  Moreover, it will 
assess whether the sense of social participation can be enhanced by the social 
dynamics of the  group (being it homogeneous or heterogeneous). 
The PhD candidate will focus on: 
• the development of methods and relative software to generate robot 
behaviors supporting natural mutual understanding in the context of group of 
multiple  humans and multiple robots. 
• the design and implementation of novel models of robot perception, tailored 
for group setting. In particular, the dimension of social touch will be investigated. 
• the design of experiments to investigate the dynamics of group HRI and to 
validate the developed methods. 
The goal of the research is modelling how the humanoid robot iCub could adapt its 
perception and social behaviour to the individual needs of the partner, when the 
interaction occurs in group and involves another iCub or a different robot.  In 
particular, the investigation  will address how these models can be transferred to 
novel robotic designs with different level of anthropomorphism. 
 
Requirements: degree in robotics, bioengineering, computer science, computer 
engineering, or related disciplines, attitude for problem solving, C++ programming. A 
background on machine learning is an asset. 
 
References:  

1. Tanevska A., Rea F., Sandini G., Canamero L., & Sciutti A. 2019, ‘A Cognitive 
Architecture for Socially Adaptable Robots.’, Joint IEEE 9th International 
Conference on Development and Learning and Epigenetic Robotics, Oslo, 
Norway, August 19-22, 2019 

2. Yoshikawa, Y., Iio, T., Arimoto, T., Sugiyama, H., & Ishiguro, H. (2017). Proactive 
Conversation between Multiple Robots to Improve the Sense of Human-Robot 
Conversation. AAAI Fall Symposia. 

3. Barros, P., Sciutti, A., Hootsmans, I. M., Opheij, L. M., Toebosch, R. H., & 
Barakova, E. (2020). It's Food Fight! Introducing the Chef's Hat Card Game for 
Affective-Aware HRI. arXiv preprint arXiv:2002.11458 

Contacts: Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the perspective tutors 
before they submit their application: francesco.rea@iit.it, alessandra.sciutti@iit.it, 
giulio.sandini@iit.it.  
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3.    Cortical networks for affective communication in human robot 
interaction 
Tutor: Dr. Giuseppe Di Cesare, Dr. Alessandra Sciutti 
Institute: IIT (Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia) 
Research Unit: CONTACT (https://www.iit.it/it/research/lines/cognitive-architecture-for-
collaborative-technologies) 
 
Description: 
Social interactions require the ability to evaluate the attitudes of others observing 
their actions. Humans perform actions with different forms/styles expressing their 
positive or negative internal state. For example, observing a person that greets us, we 
may understand if that person is happy or not, or if he/she feels good or not. In future, 
new generations of robots could be endowed with the capacity to generate these 
forms of communication, in order to become more comfortable to interact with. To 
investigate further this form of robotic communication, the project will generate a 
series of actions of the iCub humanoid robot conveying different attitudes and 
evaluate their effect on human brain and on behavior during interaction. In particular, 
using the functional magnetic resonance imaging technique (fMRI), several robotic 
actions will be presented to healthy participants in order to assess the neural activity 
involved the observation of these actions. In addition, the adoption of other 
techniques will be considered, such as tractography, in order to generate virtual 
connectivity maps of brain structures. The research project will be carried out in 
collaboration with the University of Parma that is equipped with a 3 Tesla MR scanner. 
The work will take advantage of an existing software module available on the iCub 
robot supporting the generation of actions with different properties and will 
potentially improve it.  
 
The successful candidate will: 1) participate in the generation of iCub robot’s actions 
characterized by different  kinematic features and styles; 2) develop and test cognitive 
paradigms coupled with cortical and subcortical fMRI recordings; 3) compute brain 
activity maps from fMRI data. 
 
Requirements: 
Degree in Bioengineering, Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Robotics, or 
related disciplines, attitude for problem solving, C++ programming. We expect the 
candidate to develop skills in signal processing, and computational modelling. 
Excellent analytical skills (MATLAB) will also be required.  
 
References: 

1. Di Cesare G., Gerbella M., Rizzolatti G., (2020). The neural bases of vitality 
forms.National Science Review; 7, (1) 202–213. 

 2. Di Cesare, G., Di Dio, C., Marchi, M., & Rizzolatti, G. (2015). Expressing and 
understanding our internal states and those of others. Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences of the U S A, 112(33):10331-5. 

3. Vannucci F., Di Cesare  G.,  Rea F., Sandini G., Sciutti A. (2019). A Robot with 
Style: Can Robotic Attitudes Influence Human Actions? IEEE-RAS International 
Conference on Humanoid Robots, doi: 10.1109/HUMANOIDS.2018.8625004. 
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Contacts: Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the perspective tutors 
before they submit their application: giuseppe.dicesare@iit.it, 
alessandra.sciutti@iit.it.  
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4. Altered Reality for Rehabilitation and Training of Low-Vision Individuals 
Tutors: Prof. Giulio Sandini, Dr. Marco Crepaldi, Prof. Silvio Sabatini 
Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia and University of Genova  
IIT Research Units: Robotics, Brain and Cognitive Sciences & Electronic Design Lab 
(http://www.iit.it/rbcs) 
UNIGE: DIBRIS Department (https://www.dibris.unige.it/en/) 
  
Description: 
Persons with visual disabilities which alter the way they perceive the environment, 
have to be trained to optimally cope with their altered view in order to allow them to 
conduct an independent life. This kind of visual disabilities, which are generically 
called “low-vision” (ipovisione in Italian) manifest themselves in many different ways 
such as spatial masking of areas of the field of view, color alteration, spatial blurring 
and low-resolution, time and visual velocity alteration. This wide variety makes 
extremely hard for the trainers/rehabilitators to imagine (to visualize)  how the low-
vision person perceives the enviroment while acting and moving in the environment 
which is a fundamental step to teach how best exploit the altered visual perception. 
At present simple “analogic” simulation tools are used when possible. For example 
spectacles with semitransparent lenses to simulate a loss in resolution or cardboard 
masks covering part of the field of view. Even if simple and low cost these devices are 
not satisfactory because of their limitations and a wider variety of simulated low-
vision is deemed necessary.  
 
The goal of this research project is to design, realize and test a device able to alter, in 
real time, the flow of images acquired to simulate a wide variey of visual imparements 
in order to give the trainers/rehabilitaros a first-person experiencing of disability (i.e., 
the possibility of seeing the world through the eyes of the person they have to train) , 
to find a personalized and optimized training protocols. To do that we intend to realize 
a device composed of a TV cameras in a stereoscopic arrangement (to acquire images 
in real time), a processing unit (to process the stream of images to simulate individual 
cases low-vision) ; a virtual reality head-set (to display the altered flow of images) and 
an eye tracking device to measure the position of the fixation point anchoring the 
simulated flow. 
 
The project, which will be carried out in collaboration with “Istituto Chiossone for 
blind and low-vision” will give the opportunity to address several multidisciplinary 
aspects: i) physiology of visual perception and disabilities; ii) Hardware and Softwate 
for image processing and virtual reality; iii) Technology assessment. 
 
Requirements: 
The candidate for this position must have either a degree in Computer Science 
Engineering, Bioengineering, Digital Humanities or equivalent, with high Interests in 
Virtual Reality techniques andhuman sciences. 
 
Contacts: Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the perspective tutors before 
they submit their application: giulio.sandini@iit.it, marco.crepaldi@iit.it, 
silvio.sabatini@unige.it. 
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5. Cortical mechanisms of spatial representation in children with and 
without visual impairment  
Tutor: Dr. Monica Gori 
Institute: IIT (Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia) 
Research Unit: Unit for Visually Impaired People (https://www.iit.it/it/linee/unit-for-
visually-impaired-people) 
 
Description: 
The human brain is highly plastic, able to modify its structure and functions to adapt 
to changes within the body or in the external environment. How spatial 
representation develops is still unclear. We have recently demonstrated that blind 
children have problems on many audio spatial processing. The goal of this Ph.D. 
theme are: 

 studying spatial development from infancy to childhood.  
 studying development of spatial representations with EEG technique. 
 studying the relationship between spatial processing and sensory-motor 

skills.  
 
Requirements:  
The PhD student will be involved in doing psychophysical and EEG experiments with 
children and adults. A background in experimental psychology, EEG techniques or 
cognitive neuroscience. EEG skills are required. 
 
Contacts: Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the perspective tutors 
before they submit their application: Monica.gori@iit.it.  
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6. Cross-Sensory perception and deprivation - Marie Sklodowska-Curie 
Fellow 
ERS Position in the EU-Marie Sklodowska-Curie ETN "MULTITOUCH" 
Tutor: Dr. Monica Gori 
Institute: IIT (Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia) 
Department: Unit for Visually Impaired People (https://www.iit.it/it/linee/unit-for-
visually-impaired-people) 

Description: 
The question of introducing more multimodal haptic feedback into consumer 
products is becoming crucial today, with the advent of a society increasingly focused 
on digital solutions. Smartphones and tablets, which rely entirely on touch screens for 
user interaction, are now commonly used to access to the internet and, for example, 
interact with administration (34% of European people). Since these devices are cost-
effective, future growth mostly relies now on the applications and software 
development that can be done in entertainment, education and technical training, 
and this conclusion holds true in the rapidly-expanding VR sector, which is taking 
benefit of the recent development of Head Mounted Displays. Paradoxically, the 
devices are now accessible to more people, but a segment of the population is 
excluded from these digital developments: elderly individuals who struggle to use 
touch screens, and visually- or auditory- impaired individuals. Indeed, computers and 
other devices provide information to users almost exclusively through visual and 
auditory feedback. The ESR will investigate the mechanisms underlying substitution 
and reinforcement of tactile-auditory and tactile-visual interactions and will define 
how tactile input with a haptic surface can substitute (a) visual input in the processing 
of spatial information and (b) audio input in the processing of temporal information. 

Within the framework of MULTITOUCH, your work will be to find new methods to use 
inputs from one sense to convey/reinforce information when another sense is 
impaired or lacking. The MULTITOUCH Project will train a cohort of 6 researchers that 
will introduce more haptic into HCI (VR or not) and improve the acceptability of new 
digital devices and applications. 

Requirements: 
Applicants must satisfy the eligibility requirements for an ESR under the Horizon 2020 
ITN Programme at the date of recruitment by the beneficiary; in particular, they 
should be eligible to be appointed as an ESR in Italy by satisfying the following criteria: 

 to have less than four years research careers after Undergraduate/Masters 
graduation (this is cumulative research experience and does not include 
management/industrial or other work experience) 

 to not hold a PhD degree (PhD candidates under 4 years of registration and 
before completion may apply) 

 to not have resided or carried out their main activity (work, studies, etc.) in 
Italy for more than 12 months (cumulative) in the three years immediately 
before their recruitment (meant as the first day of the employment of the 
researcher for the purposes of the action (i.e. the starting date indicated in the 
contract). Compulsory national service, short stays such as holidays, and time 
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spent as part of a procedure for obtaining refugee status under the Geneva 
Convention1 are not taken into account. 

 to have passed the IIT selection 

The position is well suited for a candidate with Master Degree or equivalent 
Skills/Qualifications  in experimental psychology, neuroscience or biomedical 
engineering, 

Interested applicants should submit CV, list of publications, name and contacts of 2 
referees and a statement of research interest to jobpost.78195@iit.it by May the 
1st, 2020 quoting “PhD Position in the EU-Marie Sklodowska-Curie ETN 
"MULTITOUCH": Cross-Sensory perception and deprivation - CB 78195” in the 
subject line. 

Contacts: Applicants are strongly encouraged to contact the perspective tutors 
before they submit their application: Monica.gori@iit.it. 


